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1
WELCOME

“With a shared love for speed, skill and 
success, Team HARD. Racing’s relationship 
with UK Motorsport continues to go from 
strength to strength. Extending far beyond 
the track, from team partnerships to 
supporting the most talented young drivers 
in the country, the team are dedicated to 
being the best and offering the complete 
package. 

Whilst we love the racing side of what we do, 
we have a far greater appreciation for the 
needs of our Commercial Partners than our 
competitors, and are just as determined on 
delivering a return on partners marketing 
investment as we are to achieving results 
out on track. The team channels vast 
amounts of its resources into optimising it’s 

off track operations and activities in order 
to help deliver a return on your marketing 
investment. Attending car shows and hosting 
our own, only helps boost your marketing 
reach whilst our invite only networking 
events ensure that we connect you with like-
minded business decision makers.

Founded in 2013, the determined nature of 
the team which started from nothing was 
apparent from the beginning. Combining our 
determination to win and our professional 
outtake on what we do has yielded results 
both on and off track over the past seven 
years with 10 championship crowns to the 
teams’ name. 
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To achieve this, we have countless podiums 
and race wins to our name.

Since the team’s inception, we have 
competed in the UK’s premier racing 
series, the Kwik Fit British Touring Car 
Championship (BTCC) which has returned 
a best Independent Team’s championship 
finish of 5th, an overall race win and multiple 
podiums. 

The team have shown its ability to expertly 
build and engineer race cars. The team’s 
NGTC Volkswagen CC has taken the Overall 
Teams championship in the BTCC as well 
as coming second in the Overall Drivers 
championship.”

“The overall BTCC crown has eluded the team 
thus far and to surpass the competition and 
accelerate our progress towards our goal 
of being crowned BTCC champions, Team 
HARD. Racing have designed and built brand 
new Cupra Leons for 2021 to bring the Cupra 
brand to the series for the first time.”
Tony Gilham, Managing Director
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Managing Director, Tony Gilham has spearheaded the team since its inception on New Year’s Eve of 2013 but 
Tony’s racing history started sometime before that in 1983 aged just 4 year old, Tony started BMX racing and later 
became national junior champion on two wheels. 

1999 saw Tony take his first adventure into motor racing competing in the UK formula 600 series taking multiple 
race wins and podiums. Further race wins and two UK championships in the well regarded MR2 and Volkswagen 
Racing Cup series soon followed before a debut in the world-famous Kwik Fit British Touring Car Championship 
in 2011. 

Initially racing with the established Triple Eight Engineering team Tony soon created his own team in 2012 racing 
in an ex-manufacture Honda Civic finishing on the podium in only his team’s second race meeting. More top 10 
results in the following two seasons before Team HARD. was formed in its current guise.

Tony has created the team from the ground up taking multiple UK championships in the Volkswagen Cup, British 
GT and GT Cup series whilst also leading the teams Kwik Fit British Touring Car Championship campaign since 
the team first entered the series in 2015 with a one car entry. 

Fast forward to 2021 and multiple podiums and a race win later, Team HARD. now boasts the largest team in the 
paddock running seven cars which include four brand new Cupra Leon’s and the three 2020 teams and drivers’ 
championship winning Infiniti Q50’s.

It is safe to say that motorsport and success come hand in hand when Tony is at the helm.



Bobby Thompson
Drivers Champion

BTCC Debut 31st December 2013
Team HARD. Formed

Team Champions
British GT

Motorsport Debut
VW Cup

2013 2014 2015 2016 2017



Bobby Thompson
Drivers Champion

First BTCC win
Silverstone 2019

Jamie Bond VW 
Cup Drivers Champion

GT Cup driver and 
teams Champions

2017 2018 2019 2020 2021

Cupra marquee to 
the BTCC
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ADVERTISING

MEDIA ATTENTION

This year, the BTCC and its supporting series 
will again be shown live and free-to-air on 
the UK’s largest commercial broadcaster and 
will remain so until at least 2026 after the 
longest ever contract was signed between 
Britains’s biggest motor sport series and the 
ITV Network.

ITV has broadcast the series since 2002 with 
its coverage levels increasing hugely in recent 
years - and this latest contract will take the 
partnership into an incredible 24th year. 
The BTCC remains the only series to boast 
such extensive live free-to-air motor racing 
television coverage of every round, with even 
Formula 1 moving to pay-per-view TV. This high 
quality and dedicated coverage provided by ITV 
is one of the most comprehensive of any other 
motor sport series anywhere in the world. 

The BTCC championship also continues to 
generate more media coverage then ever 
before, both through the latest media 
agreement with leading publishing house 
Haymarket Customer Media and the literally 
hundreds of independant media outlets that 
follow and report on the BTCC both in the UK 
and around the world. The championship’s 
high-calibre sporting, professional and 
entertainment levels attract major national 
TV, radio, magazines, newspaper and online 
media to cover the sport, which subsequently 
helps bring the series to many more millions 
globally.
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We pride ourselves on giving excellent value 
for money with maximum exposure for our 
partners. We realise that without our 
partners we simply would not be here.

The team has fans from all over the world who 
often message us after watching BTCC in their 
home country. This is a truly global sport.

The team have expansive media channels 
which are unique to the rest of the grid. We 
have a combined following of over 50,000 
across our instagram, Twitter and Facebook 
channels. This is the grid most engaged on 
the grid because our supporters buy into our 
philosophy, our drivers and most importantly 
our partners. 

In 2020, we appeared on BBC News as well 
as the global news channel CNN over a 
series of features. 

Digital media has become a big part of 
our BTCC programme and our drivers and 
team personnel are invited in front of the 
ITV Sport cameras every race weekend to 
provide an insight into the event. 

These interviews allow fans and partners 
alike to keep up to date with all the action 
whilst on the move. You no longer need to 
be sat infront of the television or trackside to 
be kept up to speed. 

In 2020, Team HARD. Racing interview videos 
contributed to over 21% of the official BTCC 
views.
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TV & MEDIA DATA

  UK TV Coverage in 2019
  As television audiences move towards  
  consuming content in alternative means,                               
  via online streaming and on-demand 
  services, the ITV Hub and itv.com/btcc  
  assume increasing significance. Fans can 
  watch anywhere, on any device and at any 
  time. Futhermore, in 2019, the BTCC was 
  the only major motorsport 
  championship to be screened live on free- 
  to-air TV in the UK.

UK TV Airtime Total

230:00
HOURS

Total UK Audiance

19,527,500million
Cumulative sustained audiance viewer hours, 
weighted according to programme duration
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UK TV Airtime Total

230:00
HOURS

  UK TV AIRTIME

TOTAL ITV LIVE
BROADCAST

TOTAL ITV
HIGHLIGHTS

TOTAL ITV LIVE
& HIGHLIGHTS 230:20141:20

89

70:40 12:30

12:30

04:00

70:40

30:00

30:00

72.6%

27.4%

HOURS

HOURS HOURS

HOURS

HOURS

HOURS

HOURS

HOURS

HOURS HOURS

The above does not include the ‘plus one hour’ re-broadcast 
channels (ie. ITV4+1 & ITV1+1) which would add another 117.15 
hours onto the total number of hours of ITV coverage.

UK TV AIRTIME BREAKDOWNS*

10x

10x

10x

10x

10x

10x

10x
Live Programmes

Live Programmes

Highlights Programmes

Highlights Programmes

Highlights Programmes

Highlights Programmes

   LIVE

   LIVE

  HIGHLIGHTS

  HIGHLIGHTS

  HIGHLIGHTS

  HIGHLIGHTS

  HIGHLIGHTS

TV GENDER ANALYSIS

Males

Females

Every race day featured
in full on the ITV Hub

ITV Sport figures
WEBSITE ANNUAL VISITORS

32,000,000

UK Radio Coverage in 2019

POTENTIAL AUDIENCE 
REACH (MILLIONS) 62.4M

193

1607

71

STATIONS

INTERVIEWS

HOURS
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133,000

123,500

14,000

15,000

MONTHLY 
INSIGHTS

MONTHLY 
INSIGHTS

FOLLOWERS

FOLLOWERS

INSTAGRAM

FACEBOOK

/TeamHARD_Racing

/Team HARD Racing

7,000

1,100

265,000

9,500

MONTHLY 
INSIGHTS

MONTHLY 
INSIGHTS

FOLLOWERS

HIGHEST REACHED POSTS

FOLLOWERS

/TeamHARDRacing

/Team HARD Racing

TWITTER

LINKEDIN



2014

2015

2014

382,000 PEOPLE

155,000 LIKES

199,068 PER MONTH

58,500 FOLLOWERS

378,000 PEOPLE

130,000 LIKES

186,000 PER MONTH

384,500 PEOPLE

165,000 LIKES

204,300 PER MONTH

66,000 FOLLOWERS

385,100 PEOPLE

170,000 LIKES

240,000 PER MONTH

71,000 FOLLOWERS

381,600 PEOPLE

176,000 LIKES

238,000 PER MONTH

80,000 FOLLOWERS

2015

2016

2015

2016

2016

2017

2016

2017

2017

2018

2017

2018

2018

2019

2018

2019

ATTENDANCE

LIKES

UNIQUE 
VISITORS
PEAK

FOLLOWERS

384,800 231,000

    85,000180,000

BTCC WEBSITETRACKSIDE ATTENDANCE

BTCC FACEBOOK

BTCC TWITTER

52,500

92m 925
24m 8.6m

FOLLOWERS

AUTOCAR

HAYMARKET MEDIA GROUP PUBLISHING FIGURES

NEWS REACH UNIQUE SOURCES Publishing
audience

Impressions 
per month

AUTOCAR.CO.UK

INSTAGRAM

Totals are cumulative three-day attendance at all 10 BTCC meetings.Totals are cumulative three-day attendance at all 10 BTCC meetings.

In an era in which social media is the ‘go-to’ for a growing number of people, 
the series official website, btcc.net, remains  a key hub for breaking news, 
results, features, live coverage, photography and profiles

The championship’s fans, teams  and drivers head to Twitter to join in with 
everything BTCC. It’s a hub for anyone wanting to get involved with the 
discussion. #BTCC is a regular national trending hashtag, and the Media Team
prides itself on making sure everyone is involved in the converstation.

Instagram is our fastest-growing platfor. Behind-the-scenes photography, 
videography and the very best imagery handpicked from the on-track action 
are the order of the day.

The BTCC’s Facebook page is a key asset in reaching one of the industry’s 
most engaged social media audiences. On the platform, as across our other
accounts, the BTCC enjoys an engagement rate that is many times that 
of comparable series. The proportion of our fans getting involved with our
content is where the BTCC’s strength lies.
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ADVERTISING SPACE
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The following advertising areas can also be included 
in any partnership package:

- Advertising on our championship winning support 
series fleet which includes cars in the following 
championships: Britcar, Ginetta GT4 Supercup, VW 
Cup, Ginetta Juniors, Mini Challenge or Cole Truck-
sport vehicles

- Garage/awning advertising boards

- Hospitality advertising - posters, lanyards and table 
centres

- Race suit and teamwear advertising

- Crash helmet advertising

- Race transporter advertising

The following activites can also be included in any 
partnership package:

- Tagging and mentions on all Team HARD. social 
media channels including our 25+ drivers

- Creation of social media graphics for your 
company to be posted on either Team HARD. or 
your own dedicated channels

- Space on the Team HARD. website for your 
company to write articles and leave contact details

- Networking events with fellow partners

OTHER OPPORTUNITIES
5.1
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RACE SUITS
At Team HARD. Racing there are 30+ driver ambassadors across multiple disciplines who sport the teams 
colours when hitting the track. This makes advertising on our team’s race suits one of the most cost-effective 
methods of advertising on the market. 

Each driver is clearly chosen and trained to represent the team and its partners in a professional manner when 
making public appearances, taking part in TV interviews and engaging with potential partner customers at fan 
engagement events such as the pit lane walkabout. 
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TRUCKS

GARAGE BOARDING
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HOSPITALITY

Corporate partners and their guests 
can enjoy superb catering provided in 
the HARD. Centre, brushing shoulders 
with the drivers, team personnel and 
fellow like-minded business people. This 
creates a lovely family-based paddock 
atmosphere that is a trademark of the 
team.

Hospitality in the HARD. Centre is an 
essential business tool, allowing partners 
to build valuable relationships with 
fellow partners, suppliers and other race 
attendees. Our hospitality team will cater 
for all of your guests needs throughout 
the action packed day of racing.

Corporate Hospitality Packages
- Circuit Entry Ticket + Pick Up Service
- Unlimited access to VIP HARD. Centre
- Money can’t buy pre-race gridwalk 
experience up close with the cars
- Watch the action with the team in the 
garage or chill in the HARD. Centre
- Meet the drivers for signed goodies 
and pictures
- Full cooked breakfast, hot lunch and 
afternoon tea and cakes
- Refreshments available all day
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7
TRACK DAYS

Another way to entertain clients or reward 
your employees is by putting their driving 
skills to the test with our HARD. Drive 
experience days. 

As always, our team of professional drivers 
will be on hand at all times to offer advice 
and one-to-one in-car tuition. All levels of 
driver are welcome on these days, even if 
the person has never taken part in a track 
day.

We offer HARD. Drive experience days in a 
range of cars with out most popular being 
in our championship winning VW Golf Cup 
cars. These are the perfect entry level race 
car with good stable handling but lots of 
power so you can feel an adreneline rush. 

Hot rides are especially a talking point and 
these can be done in a current NGTC BTCC 
car or our Porsche 911 GT3 Cup car with one 
of our professional drivers as fly you around 
the track. Experience the pinnicale of British 
Motorsport.

HARD. Drive Experience
- Two driving sessions in championship 
winning machinery 
- One-on-one tuition with our current 
professional racing drivers
- Hotlap rides with our professional racing 
drivers 
- A full compliment of breakfast and lunch 
with unlimited refreshments throughout the 
day
- Available at any of the UK’s top racing 
circuits to suit your requirements
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2021 CALENDAR

The Kwik Fit British Touring Car 
Championship has firmly established itself as 
the UK’s flagship motor sport series and as a 
result, takes pride of place at all of the 
country’s foremost circuits. Consistency is the 
order of the day given the high level of 
success and strong reception garnered by the 
calendars current format. Its order of ten 
events is due to continue, with Thruxton 
hosting the opening round of the season.

The BTCC selects the most renowned 
circuits with the most exciting layouts and 
best facilities, spanning the length and 
breadth of Britain to ensure as many 
spectators as possible are afforded an 
enthralling trackside experience. For 
supporters chasing an exhilerating weekend’s 
action or businesses looking to entertain 
clients, staff and partners with a winning 
blend of hospitality and on-track excitement, 
the BTCC with Team HARD. Racing is an 
unrivalled package.

Rounds
1 / 2 / 3

Thruxton
08th / 09th

May
Miles from base: 114

Rounds
4 / 5 / 6

Snetterton
15th / 16th 

May
Miles from base: 125

Rounds
7 / 8 / 9

Brands Hatch Indy
12th / 13th

June
Miles from base: 23

Rounds
10 / 11 / 12

Oulton Park Island
31st / 1st

July / August
Miles from base: 236

Rounds
13 / 14 / 15
Knockhill
14th / 15th

August
Miles from base: 469
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Rounds
22 / 23 / 24

Silverstone National
25th / 26th
September

Miles from base: 119

Rounds
19 / 20 / 21

Croft
18th / 19th
September

Miles from base: 280

Rounds
16 / 17 / 18
Thruxton
28th / 29th 

August
Miles from base: 114

Rounds
28 / 29 / 30

Brands Hatch Grand Prix
23th / 24th

October
Miles from base: 23

Rounds
25 / 26 / 27

Donington Park
09th / 10th

October
Miles from base: 167
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9
SUPPORT

One of the advantages of joining us is the extensive support series that the team run in 
alongside the BTCC. For 2021 the team will be looking to defend all four of their GT Cup 
titles as well as the VW Racing Cup crown which was won for the third time in four years. 
 
The team completed in no less than 10 championships in conjunction with our headline 
act, the Kwik Fit British Touring Car Championship.  
 
This offers a unique opportunity to get your brand exposed in various Motorsport 
disciplines from circuit racing to drifting and we are winners in it all.
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9.1
SUPPORT

ELLIOTT WOOD
 “Our GT department has grown substantially over the last few seasons and has bought 
the team much success. Our first triumph was in 2016 when we claimed the British GT 
GT4 teams championship at the first time of asking. Since then we have taken multiple 
race wins and championships in the ginetta GT4 SuperCup, gt cup and britcar series. 
2020 saw the introduction of our Porsche 911 GT3 cup car which helped propel both 
our young aspiring drivers and competitive gents to the GTB and overall teams GT Cup 
championships. Our success in these championships helps our partners and drivers gain 
extra brand coverage across multiple television networks and online streaming platforms”
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TAILORED PACKAGES

We firmly believe that you should be 
able to pick and choose your partnership 
package. That’s why we have moved away 
from the standard tiered packages which 
may include items you are not interested 
in. What we offer is a fully customisable 
experience to perfectly suit your budget 
and requirements. This is how we can 
maximise your return on investment.

Furthermore, we are an open-minded team 
that always listens our for new ideas on 
ways we can cater for our partners If you 
have a requirement that is not in this

booklet then please discuss this with us. 
More often than not we can include your 
requirements with any package that we 
negotiate together. 

Being a family run team, we want to offer 
you the best value for money which is why 
we offer a unique partnership packaging 
method  meaning that we can tailor to all of 
your needs and remove any excess that you 
do not require. No budget is too small.
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11
TESTIMONIALS

“Right Choice Insurance Brokers Ltd (RCIB) 
and our ‘Roadside Breakdown’ brand, 
Autoaid, have enjoyed a close sponsorship 
orientated friendship with Team Hard across 
several genres of British Motorsport dating 
back several years and our sponsored cars 
and drivers have competed in the highest 
echelons of motor racing within the U.K. 
These sponsorship opportunities have 
resulted in fantastic exposure for our own 
business, and have created a superior 
brand awareness at both race tracks and on 
television/streaming channels, cementing our 
reputation as one of the fastest growing 
Insurance companies in Europe. The 
flexibility for us to approach Team Hard to 
request assistance to run ad-hoc or bespoke 
‘live events’ has allowed our relationship 
to thrive and expand beyond just that of a 
major
 sponsor.” 
                                         Mike Joseph, RCIB CEO

This will be our 3rd year of collaborating with 
Team Hard and BTCC, watching the team 
move forward in these difficult times is 
extremely impressive. We are all huge fans 
of BTCC, and it gives us great pleasure to be 
involved with such a fantastic team. We are 
very excited for this upcoming season for 
Team Hard & Autobrite Direct, having our 
brand name plastered all over the brand new 
cars is a very proud moment for all of us. 
                                    Jill Moss - Autobrite Direct

“ As Owner of Astar Maintenance Contractors 
Ltd and a keen BTCC fan it was an easy 
decision when asked if I’d like to become a 
part of the family at Team Hard. Sponsorship 
is an investment and after being involved for 
the last 4 season’s I can say without doubt 
that it’s been a great experience and a great 
benefit to my company. Nothing gives me 
more pride than seeing my company logo on 
the cars as they compete at the highest level 
of British Motorsport. Some will say it’s an 
ego trip but it’s much more than that. To be 
able to bring my clients to race days, to be 
able to get them inside the inner sanctum of 
Motorsport, inside the garages, the pit lane 
and of course the excellent hospitality that 
Team hard are famous for is an absolute 
privilege and justifies the investment. 
Businesses are built on good relationships. 
My 
clients reward me with work and I reward 
them with great entertainment at a race 
weekend and the chance to “network” within 
the “family” of Team Hard sponsors. We all 
know that 2020 has been a difficult season 
due to Covid but being involved has made 
the list of clients ( including some potential 
new ones) wanting to come to next seasons 
races even longer.   
 
 Some people say that more business is 
conducted on the golf course than in the 
board room, well trust me that’s not true. 
More business is conducted in the garage at 
a BTCC race track and the hospitality 
marquee of Team Hard”.  
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THE TEAM

TONY GILHAM
Managing Director

tony@team-hard.com

GARY ALLEN
General Manager
gary@team-hard.com

SAM GILHAM
Managing Director

samantha@team-hard.com

JOSHUA BASHFORD
Marketing & PR

josh@team-hard.com

Jamie Warren
BTCC Manager
jamie@team-hard.com
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  /TeamHARDRacing
  /TeamHARD_Racing
  /TeamHARDRacing
  /TeamHARD-Racing

Tony@Team-HARD.com
01622 739900
www.Team-HARD.com


